Preface
Many 21st century guitarists practice Segovia’s ‘Diatonic Major and Minor Scales’. While these are a wonderful set of scales
and have specific purposes behind their presentation and fingering, I want to present guitarists with an alternative, but not with
any hard feelings towards Segovia’s scales (which I used to practice a lot, and still do to this day)!
The alternative is a set of scales found in Johann Kaspar Mertz’s School for Guitar (Vienna, 1848). Mertz (1806 - 1856) was
undeniably one of the greatest guitar virtuosos and composers of the 19th century. His pieces form a standard part of the
repertoire in the 21st century. They include works that showcase a wide spectrum of musical display, from transcriptions of
Schubert’s sensitive and tender lieder, to the brilliant passagework found in ‘Fantasie Hongroise’.
If such a legend of guitar history left behind a set of scales in his method book, why don’t guitarists practice them today? I
think this is largely due to the fact that Segovia’s scales have simply overshadowed a lot of 19th century material. This is
unfortunate, because exploring new resources can open new dimensions in our playing and practice.
Unlike Segovia’s scales, Mertz’s scales do not encompass the entire circle of 5ths. I see this as a positive feature of these scales,
because guitar music hardly ever sees keys like Db major or G# minor. Mertz has primarily focused on keys that are common to
guitar music (perhaps excepting his Ab major and F minor scales!). They also do not traverse as many octaves as Segovia’s
scales, so in a way, Mert’z scales could actually form a good preliminary study to Segovia’s more “advanced” scales.
The rhythm of Mertz’s scales are interesting and worth pointing out. Segovia’s scales are presented in plain rhythm, i.e. all
notes are of the same rhythmic value. Mertz on the other hand presents his scales with a burst like rhythm, which I believe is
the more relevant way to practice scales in relation to pieces. When you find scale passages in pieces, they are usually seen in
short bursts and hardly ever as an entire scale ascending and descending in one rhythmic value.
Mertz also includes some beautiful cadences at the conclusion of each scale. These are well worth practicing and provide both
contrast and variety to the single note scales. When we see scales in pieces, they are almost always part of an ever-changing
texture. Textures might change from chordal, to polyphonic, to scalic, etc. etc. Practicing this kind of change in texture can be a
great technical exercise, as it can prepare our hands for those differences required in position, tone, and so on. When we play a
piece, it is often those changes in texture that can derail our technique and thus interfere with our musical intentions.
Mertz did indicate one right hand fingering to be repeated for all the scales, however I think it would be useful to apply many
more of your own concoction. There are many studies, pieces, books and other resources out there for you to “borrow” some
right hand fingerings from. Both left and right hand fingerings in this edition are what is found in the original text.
Of course, you can also use Segovia’s right hand fingering suggestions, which I like to call “standard fingerings”. You could also
try using “non-standard fingerings”, which involve using the thumb and pinky. I have written these out for your convenience.
I hope these scales will bring you some refreshing musical joy and technical challenges, but I would like to conclude by quoting
the end of Segovia’s beautiful preface to his cherished book of scales:
“Thanks to the independence and elasticity which the fingers develop through the study of scales, the student will soon acquire a quality which
is very difficult to gain later: physical beauty of sound. I say physical, because sonority and its infinite shadings are not the result of stubborn
willpower but spring from the innate excellence of the spirit.”

Videos at: http://danielnistico.weebly.com/mertz-scales-videos.html
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scales in major and minor keys
By J.K. Mertz
(Edited and Formatted by Daniel Nistico)
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Practicing Scales
Bursts - Dynamics - Articulation - Emphasis - Tone Colour

1) Bursts

It makes sense to practice scales in bursts because that’s how scales are usually found in pieces. It’s very rare to
encounter scales in pieces ascending and descending two, let alone three octaves in straight rhythm! (Note that
Mertz actually uses rhythm a) for his scales, but in note values of double the duration that I have indicated.)
I recommend a few things when practicing scales in bursts:
1) Make the fast notes lighter (less weight ) and the long notes heavier (more weight)
2) Make the fast notes flow towards the long notes
3) Use different right hand fingerings (standard and non-standard)
The following page shows some examples of scales in bursts found in guitar pieces. I encourage you to circle any
scales you find in pieces and keep track of them. You can create a great routine of scale practice material by doing
this!
i

Scales in bursts found in pieces

Caprichio Arabe - Francisco Tarrega

Etude 10 - Leonard Schulz

Etude 14, op. 29 - Fernando Sor

Gavotte - Frederik Rung

Prelude from BWV1006a - J.S. Bach
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2) Dynamics
The 19th century pianist, Carl Czerny, wrote a fantastic method book for the piano called Piano Forte School (Vienna,
1839). Volume three contains a lot of information that can be used by any instrumentalist. Czerny was Beethoven’s
pupil, so we can be rest assured that he was a fine musician!
One section talks about dynamics and Czerny outlines five different degrees of dynamics that can be applied to scales.
When reading these quotes, please bear in mind that mid-19th century English was a little different to 21st century
English!

“Everyone knows that time and space are infinitely divisible.
In like manner, power is also divisible ad infitum, and consequently from a single key (string) of a good Piano Forte
(guitar), we are able to produce, between the softest pp and the loudest ff, so very many different degrees of loud or soft
tone, that strictly speaking, they scarcely admit of being counted... - (pg. 2)
To procure the fingers the necessary adroitness in this point of view, the practice of the Scales in all the keys is ... the
very best method, and the Pupil has only to play them in the following different ways.” - (pg. 3)
1) Pianissimo
2) Piano
3) Mezza voce
4) Forte
5) Fortissimo
“And this in all degrees of movement, from Tempo moderato to Prestisissimo; at first, however, without introducing
crescendo’s or diminuendo’s.” - (pg. 3)
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“When he (the pupil) has all these degrees of tone within his power, the same scales must be practiced again,
introducing the gradually swelling and diminishing of the tone, by commencing with the softest pp or p, and gradually
increasing the power as we ascend to the highest note, from which in descending the passage must gradually decrease in
tone, till we return back to the first ‘piano’.” - (pg. 3)
1) From pp to mezza voce (mf), and back again in a similar manner
2) From pp to Forte and back again
3) From pp to Fortissimo and back again
4) From p or mezza voce (mf) at the outset to Forte or Fortissimo

1)

2)

3)

4)
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“We may lay it down as an axiom, that each of these 5 principal species of Forte and Piano, expresses some
determinate character, and consequently that each is capable of producing a particular effect. Namely.
a. The Pianissimo (pp) which indicates the gentlest touching of the (strings), so however, as not to become indistinct or
inaudible. It bears the character of secrecy, mystery, and when executed with the utmost perfection, it is capable of
producing on the hearer the pleasing effect of music at a great distance, or of an echo.
b. The Piano (p) Loveliness, Softness, tranquil equanimity, or quiet sorrow, manifest themselves by the still soft and
tender, though yet somewhat firm and expressive mode of touch with which the keys are to be struck.
c. The Mezza voce (m.v. or mf) This degree lies exactly in the middle between soft and loud, and may be compared to
the tranquil speaking tone used in narration; and without descending into a whisper or declaiming in a loud tone, it
will interest us more by the matter to be played, than by the style of the performance.
d. The forte (f) denotes the expression of self-sufficing firmness and power, without excess or presumption; Passion
within the limits of proper dignity; as also, according to rule, whatever is brilliant and showy, may be executed with
this degree of power.
e. The Fortissimo. (ff) The highest degree of force must always rest within the limits of what is beautiful, and never be
allowed to degenerate in a coarse thumping, or ill treatment of the instrument... Within these bounds, it expresses the
exaltation of joy or ecstasy, or grief to rage; just as it also elevates what is brilliant to absolute splendor and
Bravura.” - (pg. 5)

3) Articulation
“The holding down, the dropping, and the detaching of the keys (strings) may, as in the Forte and Piano, be divided
into five degrees.” - (pg. 19)
Between these five degrees of expression, there lie innumerable shades and modifications, all of
which may be employed to advantage by a perfectly formed flexibility of finger, prompted by the gifts of feeling and of
talent. - (pg. 20)
a. “The Legatissimo; in which each finger is suffered to remain on the keys (string) for a longer time than the note
actually prescribes.” (pg. 19)
There are two ways to achieve this effect on the guitar. One is by using a campanella (meaning ‘bells’), where each
note is followed by a fingering on an open string or an adjacent string. This effect will be more achievable when open
strings are frequently used (you will have to change the fingerings to do this):

The second way is to hold down fretted notes before an open string when ascending, and sustain open string before
fretted notes when descending. This is indicated by ties in the example below:
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b. “The Legato; by this kind of touch, passages of melody and closely connected successions of harmony are to be
executed on the (guitar); and the Player by strictly down each note till the next one is struck, must, as far as the
instrument will allow, endeavour to imitate the effect of the human voice, or the smooth tone of a wind instrument.”
- (pg. 19)

c. “The Mezzo Stacatto, or half-detached touch, occupies the middle place between the smoothly connected and the
pointedly detached kinds of touch, and gives a certain emphasis to each note, without however connecting it to the rest.
Notes struck in this way, receive a peculiar significance and importance, which, particularly in slow movements, no other
kind of touch can possibly impart.” - (pg. 20)

d. “The Stacatto, The pointedly detaching of the notes infuses new life into the music, and the fatiguing monotony,
which the constantly connecting the notes would at least assuredly produce on the hearer, is avoided by the occasionally
detaching of them, and by the little points of repose which this produces.” - (pg. 20)

e. “The Marcatissimo or Martellato. This peculiar mode of detaching the notes amounts almost to the
shortest splintering or scattering of them; and when introduced in the proper place, it imparts to passages, otherwise light
and insignificant, the effect of the dazzling Bravura style of playing, and of a conquest over the greatest difficulties.” (pg. 20)
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4) Emphasis
“(An) essential manner of exercising the fingers, consists in our being able to give at will a peculiar emphasis to any note
by means of any individual finger.
This emphasis may be extremely slight, scarcely perceptible: but it may also be mezza voce, forte, and ff, while all the
other fingers continue to play piano (guitar).” - (pg. 4)
We can practice this on the guitar by playing scales with all of our right hand fingers (p-i-m-a-c-a-m-i) and
emphasizing a chosen finger once per iteration. Do this by giving the chosen a finger a gentle accent, making it
slightly louder than the other notes.

5) Tone Colour
Now we will draw information from Sidney Pratten’s wonderful Guitar School (London, c. 1859).
Sidney Pratten provides a diagram of the guitar’s plucking region (page 44), indicating five different places to pluck
that are marked as such:
Example A - Very close to the bridge: “When a hard or powerful tone is required on the silver (bass) strings particularly for a
single bass note. Also for imitating horns or bugles, on the gut (treble) strings.”
Example B - Near the bridge (ponticello): “Hard, crisp tone is produced at this part. For forte and double forte.”
Example C - Halfway between the bridge and the soundhole: “Round, full tone. For general playing.”
Example D - At the soundhole: “Mellow and harp-like tone. For Dolce or soft tone.”
Example E - At the fretboard (tasto): “For soft and delicate passage to be struck gently. For pianissimo.”
(Note the link between tone colour and dynamics.)
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Summary
Scales in Bursts: Practice scales choosing from four different burst rhythms, or make up your own! Mertz
actually uses one of these burst rhythms for his scales. You will often see bursts of scales in pieces.

Dynamics: Czerny indicates five different degrees of dynamic.
a) Pianissimo
b) Piano
c) Mezza Voce (Mezzo Forte)
d) Forte
e) Fortissimo
Each degree should be applied to scales and practiced without change. Use many different tempos, from very slow to
very fast. Once that is mastered, then you should practice crescendo and decrescendo between the various degrees.

Articulation: Czerny indicates five different degrees of articulation. Practice scales using these five
articulations. He also says that there are innumerable shades and modifications between all of the degrees and they
should also be used.
a) Legatissimo (campanella)
b) Legato
c) Mezzo Stacatto
d) Stacatto
e) Marcatissimo or Martellato

Emphasis: You can practice gently accenting a chosen finger, so that you can emphasize any note you want to
at will. Use p-i-m-a-c-a-m-i for each scale and emphasize a chosen finger through each iteration of a scale.

Tone Colour: Sidney Pratten indicates five different plucking regions for the right hand. Practice scales using
all regions.
Example A: Very close to the bridge
Example B: Near the bridge (ponticello)
Example C: Halfway between the bridge and the soundhole
Example D: At the soundhole
Example E: At the fretboard (tasto)
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